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Lamela Chi Alpha wins 
·programming award 
for third year in a row 
O The UCF chapter 
of Lamda Chi Alpha 
wins the Warren A. 
Cole Recruitment 
Program Award for 
outstanding 
programmng during 
rush. 
by JEFF HUNT 
News editor 
UCF's chapter of Lamda 
Chi ..AJpha Fraternity was among 
four frateroiti es to be awarded 
the Warren A. Cole Recruitment 
Program A ward during the fra-
ternities international leadership 
conference. 
The Beta-Eta chapter of 
Lamda Chi Alpha received the 
award for having the most 
oustanding operatiojns in the ar-
eas of membership recruitment, 
chapter growth, publicity, and 
non-alcholic programming dur-
ing recruitment. This is the third 
year the UCF chapter has won 
the award. 
"It's a pretty big honor," 
said Bill Peppler, president of 
the UCF chapter of Lamda Chi 
Alpha. "I think it makes it look 
like we're excelling in the frater-
nity rush process and encour-
ages us to do even better next 
year." 
However, the UCF chap-
ter ofLamda Chi Alpha will have 
The Central Florida Future 
has moved to a new location. 
We are no longer located in 
the UC 7 plaza across from UCF; 
we now reside behind the Holiday 
Inn behind the UC 7 plaza in the 
Lake Ebby Center. 
The Central Florida Future 
offices are the first two upstairs 
1 on the right, Suite 250. 
Business office hours are 
I Mon-Fri 10 Cl •• m. to 4 p.m., and 
I 
the phone number is 823-8054. 
Writers and editors can be 
I 
reached in the production office 
from noon until late evening at 
823-8192. 
NEW ADDRESS: 
11875 High Tech Ave., 
Suite 250 Orlando, FL 32817. 
a hard time topping the 55 new 
members recruited over the last rush 
in addition to setting a record for 
the quickest chapter to reach the 
1000 member mark since estab-
lishing 
Peppler credited his fraterni-
ties success on not just following 
the fraternities guidelines, but go-
ing beyond them. He alluded to 
"get-aways" in nearby Kissimmee 
and letters to prospective members, 
but failed to divulge anything else 
for fear of helping the compitition. 
"The chapter at Central 
Florida has proven itself as a leader 
on campus and within Lamda Chi 
Alpha." commented Fred W._Suggs, 
Jr., the Fraternity's internati_.2nal 
president. "By exceeding the mini-
mum standards of the Fraternity, 
the members are offering outstand-
ing fraternal experiences which em-
phasize leadership develOpment, 
academic achievement, service, and 
fellowship." 
Peppler also acknowledged 
Alpha Delta Pi's help with Lamda 
Chi's rush and' said they were 
instramental in organizing a reggea 
show during it. -
The UCF chapter of Lamda 
Chi Alpha was established in 1971 
and is now located across the street 
from UCF on Mendall Drive. · 
The Lamda Chi Alpha Inter-
national Fraternity has 219 chapters 
and colonies on college and univer-
sity campuses throughout the United 
States and Canada. They also have 
more than 215,000 initiateed mem-
bers since being founded 85 years 
ago. 
- - _hlafaya_ 1rai.L - -
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FREE 
DELIVERY 
$8.00 min. 
NEW YORK 
·STYLE 
PIZZA 
OPEN UNTIL 4:00 AM 
THURSDAY, FRIDAY & SATURDAY 
WE DELIVER BEER!!! 
with valid ID 
STUDENT COUPONS 
------~--------T---------------
Large 18" pizza 
w/item 
only $899 
with coupon 
Must present student ID for discount. 
16" pizza, 10 ~ings 
6 pack domestic 
beer 
only $1695 
. with .coupon. 
Must present student ID for discount. 
BOOI<STO~ 
CB 
I • ~ 
East Orlando's largest bookstore 
carrying thousands of titles. 
Everyday services include: 
• 30°/o off New York Times Bestsellers every day 
• 10°/o off hardback books every day 
• Large inventory of childrens books 
• Special orders 
• Friendly service 
• Quantity discounts 
·Open Mon-Sat 10 to 10 Sun 1 to 10 
Located directly behind Boston Market and Applebees on 
University Blvd. 
. .9l Pricdess (jift . . I 
Make a unique and personal contribution to another I 
family's happiness: 
Healthy women between ages 2-1 and 33 
are needed to donate eggs for infertile couples. 
Compensation provided. All donors are anonymous. 
C~ll Mary or Michelle at 896-7575 
for information. 
•'Wide Area Coverage 
• Unlimited Calls · 
• Only $9.99/ Monthly 
.;·~ 
I take K8p·1an and get 
' · a higher score ... 
June 17 June 25 
More students take Kaplan's courses every 
year than any other test prep company's. 
Call us today to find out why. 
1-800-KAP-TEST 
KAPLAN 
The answer to the test question. 
University 
Apartments 
Across from UCF! 
*Under New Manag~ment* 
We offer beautiful 1 and 2 bedroom apartments 
from $360 (1 bedroom) to $425 (2 bedroom) 
• Closest Apartment Complex to UCF Campus 
• Covered Parking 
• Laundry Facilities 
•Pool 
• Central Heat and Air Conditioning 
Enquire about our FREE RENT 
& school year leases 
12017 Solon Drive 
Orlando, FL 32826 
(407) 273-4097 
Pasture :» 
S Ion C><I f 
Office Hours (M-F)9-5pm (Sat.)12-4 
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ti LIBRARY EXHIBITS AT 
UCF FOR JULY 
-Flowers and Birds by 
Teresas Lee 
-Vietnam through the 
Lenses: Its Scenery and Eco-
nomic Activities, by Pham 
Luyen, Vietnamese-American 
Student Association, and Dr. 
Nicholas D. Roan, Engineer-
ing Dean's Office 
-Responsible Education 
and Action for CAmpus 
Health, by Eric Brown, Health 
Education Cooridinator, 
Health Resources Center. 
-Theses and Disserta-
tions, by Special Collections, 
Library 
ti ADOPT AN ANIMAL 
The Orlando Humane 
Society Adoption Outreach 
Program is looking for a few 
good homes for some of their 
animals. They are making it 
easy by using their mobile 
adoption unit to visit various 
locations around town from 
10 a.m. to 3 p.m. on certain 
days. This week they will be at 
CHARGED! 
• On 7/6/95, a 19 yr. old 
white male from Orlando, Fl. was 
charged with possession of a con-
trolled substance after he was 
found to be carrying a pipe and 
three pills identified as Paxil and 
Ritalin. 
• On 6/23/95, a 19 yr. old 
white male from Oviedo, Fl. was 
charged with possession of 
cannibis under 20 grams and pos-
session of drug paraphanalia. 
• On 6/22/95, a 24 yr. old 
white male was arrested and 
turned over to Student Affairs for 
possessing a stolen hang tag. 
•On 5/31195, a 33 yr. old 
white male was arrested for driv-
ing while his license was sus-
pended. 
THEFTS 
•Eric W. Zaner of Bldg. 58 
in the Lake Clair Apartments had 
his bike stolen from a bike rack 
outside his building between June 
28 and July 3. The bike was val-
ued at $320. 
• Jennifer Lynn Arnettof 
UCF Building Services reported 
that someone stole a blue 
Powerlite Blower from rm. #137 
in the Visual Arts Building be-
tween June 20 and June 22. The 
blower was valued at $175. 
•Jennifer S. Ault bad her 
parking decal removed from her 
car on June 26. Value was $64. 
• Steven Rodenroth had a 
black, leather organizer stolen 
Builders Square at 11100 E. 
Colonial Dr. in Orlando. For 
more info call 352-2059. 
ti INDIAN RIVER LAGOON 
DAY 
A sampling of the In-
dian River Lagoon will move 
ashore at the fourth annual 
Indian River Lagoon Day on 
July 16 at the Melboumer 
Square Mall. This free 
atraction will feature turtles, 
. birds of prey, snakes, alliga-
tors, fish, as well as a variety 
of other marine animals. There 
will also be sportsfishing ex-
hibits and a fly-tying demon-
stration. More info at 407-
984-4940. 
from the library on"'June 30. He 
also had credit card checks in the 
organizer that were forged and 
cashed. Total value undeter-
mined. 
•Donna J. Baumbach of the 
UCF/DOElnstructional Teaching 
Rescource Center reported that 
over a period of three weeks, ·an 
unknown person entered suite 106 
of the ITRC and removed a Mac 
powerbook, a CAnon Xapshot, a 
digitizer, a H850 8mril video cam-
era, a T Andy laptop, and an Alpha 
Smart. Total value approximately 
$5000. 
• Elaine Rae Simmons of 
Jostens Company reoported ·that 
someone stole a 14 kt. gold pen-
dant froma display case outside 
the bookstore around 2 p.m. on 6/ 
22/95. Total value $331. 
• John Mc Intosh reported 
that someone broke into his locker 
in the men's lockerroom of the 
Education Building and stole $52 
in cash on 6119195. 
ti APPRENTICES AND . 
MASTER ARTISTS SOUGHT 
FOR FOLKLIFE PROGRAM 
Expert practicioners of 
tradional arts and people with a 
strong commitment to learning· 
and perpetuating Florida folk arts 
are encouraged to apply to the 
Florida Department of State's 
Folklife Apprenticeship Pro-
gram. Master artists and prospec-
tive apprentices must apply as 
teams by Aug. 31. Selected teams 
will receive stipends as well as 
funds for travel and supplies. For 
more info call Bob Stone 904-
397-2192. 
ti ACCESS TO RECORDS 
CHANGING 
Beginning Aug. 1, a new 
transcript policy will be imple-
mented at UCF. Two free tran-
scripts will be available upon 
_request, subsequent copies will 
be $5.00 each. In addition, stu-
dents can get unofficial tran-
scripts through a variety of on-
campus· tenirinals including any 
of the KIOSKs and the online 
Grade Viewing system in the 
BATTE~Y 
•Michael J. Ortiz reported on 6/ 
27/95 that an unknown individual 
struck him in the face during a dispute 
over a basketball game outside of Rec 
services. The perpatrator is identified 
as a 6' 2" black male, about 230 lbs. 
,black hair and brown ~yes with a fade 
haircut. · 
CRIMINAL MISCIDEF 
• Susan Rose Robinet reported 
that an unknown person malicously 
damaged her vehicle while it was 
parked on Andromeda Circle on 6/21/ 
95. 
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Records Office, Administration 
Building 
ti FASTER DIPLOMAS 
Beginning with the Fall 
1995 commencement, UCF 
grads will recieve their diplo-
mas at graduation instead of 
having them mailed to them as 
before 
ti FREE! FREE! FREE! 
Free LAN accounts and 
Pegasus E-mail accounts 
will be provided to stu-
dents at the beginning of 
the Fall 1995 Semester . . 
ti MAMMOGRAPHIES 
The Care-0-V an, a mo-
bile mammography vehicle 
complete with examining 
equipment will be in 0-town 
.. providing affordable health 
screening for women during 
July. For times, dates, and lo-
cations, call 644-2273. 
Come Join Us at the Newly Remodeled ... 
lrltilE lflllr~IE~~ 
iC i() ~~IE iC lr 11 i() ~ 
Now Featuring our ·new full lines of 
Eagle Cybex, Trackmaster Treadmills, 
-Stairmaster's PT 4000, 112 court basketball, 
aerobics, sauna, and more. 
4 MONTHS $99 
I • Fitness Connection 
-East Colonial Dr./State Rd. 50 
6615 E. Colonial Dr. Orlando, FL 32807 
658-8000 
Hours . 
Mon.-Thurs. 6am-llpm Friday 6am-10pm 
Saturday 9am-8pm Sunday 12pm-5pm 
Until Robots 
replace Humans 
... your plasma ~I 
always be needed 
*Patients in shock *Protect against infection 
*Bleeding Disorders * A~cident victims· 
*Provide intravenous :JcProvide clotting factors 
fluids for burns, for Hemophiliacs 
surgery, or *New research on life 
treatments of illness threatening dieseases 
·"We will compensate you for your time 
when giving the gift of life" 
YOU CAN EARN OVER $120 PER MONTH imm:•- Call for infonnation and/or .appointment 
:lJl:ll'!:·j:!j!j!.]li!i!::i:i!::::::i1ii::::ii:::i;;:j;i:J;::i:J;::i:ii-:!:f:Jj::!;!:i:.,'.,:::jiiJ!:·iI 1122 W. Church St. ( 407) 841-2151 Orlando, FL. 
$25 UPON COMPLETION OF FIRST DONATION 
A special dental care offer for UCF stu ents ... · 
A Contplete Exam & Xrays 
0110 (INITIAL) 0274 (4 BITEWINGS) 
Welcome to East Orlando Dental. 
I'd like you to come in and get 
acquainted with your new dentist and 
save a few dollars. FOR $9! 
(A $65 value) 
Current UCF ID required 
Take advantage of excellent dental care at 
very comfortablt: prices. Just bring this 
certificate with you on your first visit. 
See you then! Offer expires 7 /31/95 
UCF TEAM DENTIST 
George Yarko, D.D.S. 
East Orlando 
DENTAL 
Certified: Implant Prosthetics; Member: 
American Dental Association, Academy of 
General Dentistry, Academy for Sports Denti.stry, Florida 
Dental Association, Central District Dental Association, 
Greater Orlando Dental Society; Extensive experience and 
postgraduate training in TMJ 
11780 E. Colonial Drive 
At the corner of Hwy. 50 and Alafaya Dr: 
h 1 ouroflke pol~ ih3I thepariemand ~ olheq:mon ~sible for paymem ha! the nght torefw.etopay.cancd payment.or be reimbursed for payment for3n} othero,mice, examinaoon. East Orlando 
or tre-.itmem "hich " ormed ;.,. a re-ult of and "1thin 7~ houl' of"" in• to the ad•ert1""11<nt for the free. d1scountal fet. or reducal fee 'O(f';lce. eum111at1on. or treatment. 
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Helms: "deli~­
d~ng, revolting 
actS" cause AIDS 
Mister popularity is at it again. 
As reported by CNN, the Republican Senator from North 
Carolina, in an attempt to decrease federal spending for AIDS, 
said the disease was caused by "deliberate, disgusting, revolt-
ing acts." One can only speculate on the actual cognitive 
process employed by this intellectual giant as he came to this 
conclusion. Oh yes, the implication is quite clear; he, of course 
is alluding to AIDS being a gay disease. 
And, naturally, being a Republican and being from North 
Carolina, a combination in itself akin to one deaf cousin 
breeding with a limping cousin that is endearingly called 
"tetched" by her mother, is a handicap that we have to 
consider. However, given even the handicap, a certain amount 
of education should be mandatory for anyone that has the 
power and clout that this man unfortunately has. 
Did his brain reach capacity somewhere along the line, and 
any information after that was simply rejected with a message 
of "Disk full. Save to another disk?" I mean honestly, AIDS 
hasn't been considered a gay disease for nearly a decade. 
Or perhaps this fine humanitarian actually is educated, and 
in his statement fully judges such acts as sex between consent-
ing, married, heterosexual adults as disgusting while lesbian 
sex ~ust be natural, because lesbians aren't getting AIDS. 
Perhaps he considers the assumed accid~ntal infections from 
tainted blood supplies as "dt:liberate." Perhaps medical work-
ers who unwittingly contract AIDS in an attempt to save lives 
are committing a "revolting act." 
And God knows_, anyone that would allow an AIDS baby 
to come to term probably falls into the full category of 
committing "deliberate, disgusting, revolting acts." Hold on, 
Senator Helms, for your own line of thinking just suggested an 
abortion. Helms, abortion. Just being able to use those two 
words in the same sentence thrills me. 
It's just a damn sham.e that abortions can't be retroactive. 
I've never advocated violence, and I am one of the ones who 
find proponents of violence neolithic throwbacks. But this 
man tries my ethics. 
It honestly escapes me that a man that holds his ignorant, 
hateful views can. go to work everyday without being shot. 
Granted I would not be the one to ·shoot him, but if I were 
· anywhere in his vicinity, I wouldn't be able to control my urge 
to spill a cup ofMcDonalds coffee in his lap. Or better yet, hire 
20 or 30 gay men to wear mv +t-shirts and follow him around 
blowing kisses. Maybe the shock and disgust would give him 
a heart attack. We can only hope. 
•Pat Fox, Opinion Editor 
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Good riddance to net fishennen 
LastFriday nightatmidnight, 
the net ban officially took effect. 
It's about time. Seven months 
after about 70 percent of 
Florida's voters agreed that net 
fishing caused enough damage 
Lv1111 Golds111itl1 
restitution is because they are a 
bunch of worthless Florida 
Crackers. If we had been talk-
ing about any other profitable 
corporation, like Exxon or even 
The Orlando Sentinel, for that 
~ Cl .EST' (:()LL .\L\IST' 
that the process should be outlawed, the law finally took effect. 
Common sense would dictate that the fishermen that would be 
the target of this legislation would make some kind of financial 
or career preparation. 
From the sounds of it, they prepared themselves only for a 
fight. Several months ago, 24 counties all got together in a 
coalition and somehow found the gall to ask the state to give 
them money to offset the losses caused by the demise of their 
fishing careers. At that time, Gulf County Commissioner 
Warren Yeager said, ''We strongly feel that if the general 
public makes a policy such as the net ban, then the general 
public has the obligation to support programs offsetting the 
negative impact." They wanted the taxpayers to provide 
retraining, job help an.d equipment buy-backs! Apparently 
that didn't work too well. At least the state had sense enough . 
matter, we would have forced them to pay for the correction. 
One fisherman was seen on the news bo-hoo-ing that his 
grand-daddy had been a fisherman, and his daddy had been a 
fishermen, and he'd been a fisherman all his life. And now the 
state wants him to do something else, and what the hell is he 
going t'-' do. All he knows how to do is fish. What a baby. 
A.notht.:i lady was seen lamenting the fact that the .fish 
market that she'd had for 39 years was now going to be empty .. 
She went on for a while about how the fishermen didn't have 
the money to retool their boats or to buy larger boats and were 
unable to go out deeper into the ocean. It seems to me that as 
expensive seafood is, and with such a minimal investments 
they've had, if they don't have a savings account in the bank 
to cover the expense for their own re-tooling, that in itself 
should be some kind of clue that the business they're fighting 
not to fall for that one. 
------------- so hard to keep wasn't all that profitable. 
But the fishermen didn't stop there. 1be business they're What about a Commercial Loan? Are 
Their next step was to attempt a court they such bad business risks after nearly 
injunction to prevent the ban from taking fighting SO hard to 30 years of being in business that a bank 
effect. Thisfailedaswell.Aclear-thinking won't loan them the money they need to 
judge said that the fact that some busi- keep wasn't all that re-tool? And doesn't that also tell us that 
nesses would suffer was no reason the law this industry isn't worth saving? 
shouldn't take effect. And to the gentlemen, and I use that 
'Throughout all of this, the battle cry, term loosely, who doesn't know what to 
'That's how we've always done it," was somehow supposed do: try truck driving school. It only takes six weeks before 
to convince us that it's still the right way. What dangerous you're on the road to success. 
thinking. It has always been my experience that when some- It doesn't take the intelligence of Einstein to dri 11c a truck. 
one justifies actions with "That's how we've always done it," Granted, however, it may in fact take more intelhgence than 
it's probably not a good way of doing it. Let's face it, even a these people have. 
rat will stop going down the same hall of amaze when there's I don't think I'm jumping too far in my conclusions here. 
no longer food there, after a while. But no self respecting rat After all, the big news on Friday night was about how these 
would go on with the same routine seven months after the last "Real McCoy" types were threatening all sorts of violence if 
reward. the Coast Guard tried to enforce the ban. I wasn't ten!bly 
Apparently net fishermen have less intelligence than rats. surprised by that. After all, any run of three generations that 
There are a number of social lessons to be gotten from this. hasn't managed to acquire any new skills would no doubt 
First, behaviors like this cast serious doubts about the natural resort to physical violence. But wait, hold on to your hats. 
superiority of humans. The lower ariimals at least allow They threatened to bum their nets in protest. 
themselves to go through a natural selection process that There are times that I really wish that there were words to 
allows old, useless behaviors to die away via starvation. describecertainfacialexpressionsmoreaccurately. There just 
Secondly, we should never have enough sympathy for isn't a description for the expression I got when I heard that. 
business that it allows us to cloud our thinking about the Suffice it to say that I was tempted to go to the docks and 
environment. Even Captain Picard is, at times, willing to risk cruelly taunt these idiots into burning their nets. I had a brief 
the lives of a few to save the many. Great man Picard. If our fantasy about then throwing my hands up in surrender and 
societyweren'twillingtomakesacrificeslikethese, we'd still exclaiming, "I guess you guys really showed me!" 
be strip mining coal throughout the nation, clear cutting But the icing on the cake was when I heard the follow up 
forests, using leaded fuel and fluoro-carbon propellants. clause in their ill fated threat...to bum their own boats. My 
I I have to wonder why it is that these people have kicked up expression could only be described as the deer in the old 
more hay than all the other industries have. It could have been headlights routine, as my brain tried to process what it thought 
a lot worse for them. They should think about the fact that the it heard, but was certain it could not have heard. But I heard it. 
· voters didn't demand restitution for all the damage to the eco-
system they caused. The only reason they don't have to pay That just explains everything doesn't it? 
Take rne out to the Magic game 
I'd like to wish a belated con- ~ ~ amputation of Robert Horry' s 
gratulations to the Orlando Magic legs every time he made a three-
for making their way to the NBA pointer. Even towards the end of 
Finals: You all pulled Central . . thethirdquarter, whentheMagic 
Florida together into one pulsat- .__ ________________ _.. appeared to dismantle, the crowd 
ing blob of people with ''We Believe in Magic" signs taped on still held hope and didn't give up. They applauded, chanted 
the back of our cars. Your excellence instilled a sense of pride "De-fense," and shouted at the inanimate scoreboard. They 
and cohesiveness to the community and a genuine hatred even yelled every time the Rockets attempted a free throw. I 
towards the Houston area that is sure to last for generations. I was hoping that an official would hand a ~ellular phone to 
knowthisbecauselattendedgamethree'sMagicWatchParty Kenny Smith and say, ''Excuse me, Mr. Smith, but fans in 
in the 0-rena Orlando are attempting to distract you by screaming really 
11,000 people, give or take two, flocked to the 0-rena to loudly." That would have shaken him up for sure. 
watch our beloved Magic play on the scoreboard. (Of course, Just like any sporting event, there was a small group of 
the game was in Houston. They weren't literally on the people who thought that they were morally obligated to try a~d 
scoreboard.) Unfortunately, the clarity of the huge screen start The Wave. Those people were right in front of me, and 
wasn't that great. It was sometimes hard to tell the difference they were unbelievably bad at getting The Wave started; they 
between Anfemee Hardaway and, for instance, the ball. But periodically jumped from their seats looking as if they were 
it didn't matter. All that was important is that the fans subjects of an electro-shock therapy experiment; then they 
supported the team and had a great time. stood for a while, went "whooo!" and sat down again. They 
It was just like a real game except for the fact that there was repeated this procedure about 1298 times. They didn 'tevenknow 
no actual team. The Magic announcer was there, as was Stuff WHEN to start the wave; picking some of the most inappropriate 
the Magic and Possibly Radioactive Dragon. The Magic times, such as during The Star Spangled Banner. 
dancers entertained the crowd · Towards the end of the game, 
during time-outs, and The Or- "Excuse Ille, Mr. Slnith, but the suspense was intense. The 
Ian.do Sentinel had a remote-con- Magic somehow managed to come 
trolled blimp that was large fans in Ortanclo are attempting within three points of tying the 
enough occasionally to eclipse lo distract b • · game. The crowd was glued to 
the scoreboard. But, overshad- JOU f screaming their seats. Actually, the crowd 
owing all of the others, the pea- . really loudly." Tiud would have was glued to the floor, because the 
nut salesman who looks like O.J. floor to the 0-rena was the same 
Simpson was there too. shaken him up for Sllre. texture as flypaper. Iii fact, there 
He has to be the coolest guy were still fans there from last sea-
on the planet. If you've never seen him, I'll give you a brief 
description: He looks like O.J. Simpson. Thankfully, he uses 
his famous appearance to promote social well-being and to 
restore America's faith in the Judicial System. He does this by 
holding up signs that say, "Jury pool running dry," and, "For 
Sale: One white Bronco, slightly chased." -Is this country 
great, or what? 
Orlando's pride in the Magic was obvious. The crowd 
cheered wildly when the Magic scored and called for the 
son who haven't yet been able to free themselves from the vile 
mixture of soda, syrup and beer. 
But it wasn't meant to be. The Magic lost game three and 
then game four, making a disappointing end to a spectacular 
season. Now the players can relax for a few months and Shaq 
can get back to his normal life as an actor, rapper, spokesper-
son, writer, NASCAR driver· and .Secretary of Commerce. 
And I'll bet that the OJ. look-a-like guy is available for party 
appearances during the off-season. GO MAGIC IN '96! 
An ounce of abuse prevention 
Love has always amazed me 
in many ways. No one can define 
it quite the same way, and each 
person you love is never the same. 
I mean, what is love? Old stories 
111elisscL Jlf c S1Dee1z 
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those feelings at one time or 
another, buttheissuetowatch 
is power and control. People 
tend to think a jealous lover is 
cute, a sign that the other 
fill our heads with ideas like "love conquers all," "love the one 
you're with," and the worst rumor yet, "until death do us part." 
The scary thing is that love is not always pretty, love does not 
always offer the Cinderella story fatale, and love can hurt. 
Now there are many ways love can hurt, and we all seem 
to justify these many hurts in different ways. But there is one 
hurt that I am not easy on justifying, or accepting, and that is 
spousal or partner abuse. Sure you have heard it before, 
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE. But the thing is, I feel we need to 
stand up against the violence and stop the cycle. 
When you sre searching for Mr. or Ms. perfect, it can be a 
lot like shopping for a new car. Finding a car that looks swell 
and drives nice should not be the only prerequisite for shelling 
out a lot of cash. You should get a background check, an 
automotive checkup and check out the price. And the same 
holds true for love. In so many words, the price of your love 
can cost you quite a bit and still have. the potential of stalling 
out on the highway. My point is, get the potential person 
checked out. 
person-cares, but this may not be the case. 
Another point to remember is, be weary of the partners who 
fall in love within three days, and decide that you are their 
everything. It is akin to love at first sight, but much more 
dangerous, because abusers work hard at getting the partner 
for themselves, but often change dramatically in attitude and 
personality after the conquest. You need to get to know the one 
you are with. 
I am not refuting love at first sight. I am, however, suggest-
ing that careful consideration of your choice in partners can 
save a lot of grief. When I worked at a shelter for battered 
women, I learned that an abuser can wear many faces, many 
personalities and many social class statures. I also talked with 
a lot of women who felt that their partner was Prince Charm-
ing-in the beginning. It wasn't until later, through counsel-
ing and education that they saw the signs and symptoms of the 
abuse. Some abusers are reputable and well-liked in the 
community, but a monster at home. And remember, domestic 
There are warning signs with 
abusive partners. For example, a 
lot of abusive partners came from 
abusive homes. More often than 
not, abuse is a learned behavior. 
Studies have stated that as many 
as 50% of males that witnessed 
domestic violence in the home 
Some abusers are reputa~le 
and well-liked 
violence is not love; it is 
hate. 
As Cinderellas and Prince 
Charmin gs of the '90s, we 
cannot always abide until 
death, and love cannot al-
ways conquerall. If youdon 't 
believe me, get educated. 
Know the warning signs of 
in the community, but 
a monster at home. 
will become abusive themselves. --------------------- drug and alcohol abuse, do-
Wheras, the same proportion of females will become victims. mestic abuse, or any other area that might concern you with a 
This is why domestic violence has been designated a cycle. partner. Domestic abuse involves so much more than physical 
Another common symptom of an abuser is jealousy, abuse. One's emotional well-being and happiness are also at 
possessiveness and isolation. Generally speaking, a small steak. The signs are sometimes subtle, but studies show that 
amount or jealousy, and I mean small, is normal in certain partner abuse increases in intensity through time. 
situations. But unreasonable jealousy or pessessiveness in- Most importantly, spread the word, no more violence. It 
volvespowerandcontrol.Ifyourmatedictatestheclothesyou hurts me, you, the family and friends! We all deserve all the 
wear, dislikes your friends, or is super sensitive concerning love in the world, but it should not cost us our health, wealth 
friends of the opposite sex, or the opposite sex in general when or happiness. Get to know that new partner, and determine 
it concerns you, keep your eyes open. Granted. we all have your own needs-before you get stuck with a lemon. 
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PACing in Washington 
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In recent years, lobbyists, lobby groups and political action 
committees (PACs) have been scrutinized and have become 
targets of public resentment. What are these groups, and what 
did they do to deserve such ignominy? 
To paraphrase a dictionary definition, lobbying means to 
solicit or influence the votes of members of a legislative body; 
it also involves influencing the actions of legislators. In his 
book How Organizations Are Represented In Washington, 
Lewis A. Dyxter says that lobbying also includes "efforts to 
solicit members of Congress about nonlegislative matters 
over which they have control." 
Considering how lobbyists exert their control, they have, 
for the most part, earned our animosity. They ply politicians 
with trips, perks and fancy meals; political contributions from 
P ACs stuff politicians• coffers. Lobbyists buy state legislators 
and local politicians tickets to football games, basketball 
games and the Daytona 500. Add to this our belief that 
lobbyists have so much influence in the government that we 
the people are rarely, if ever, heard. 
We don't need much more information than that to get 
hopping mad about politics-as-usual. That special interest 
groups are buying political influence should infuriate us and 
make us wonder just where "our'' government went wrong. 
After all, there's no law requiring politicians to accept lobby-
ists• perks and gifts. 
According to Myriam Marquez of The Orlan.do sentinel, 
President 
Clinton urged 
Congress to 
stop taking 
lobbyists' 
perks and pro-
posed a cam-
paign-finance 
Considering how lobbyists exert 
their control, they have, for the 
most part, earned our animosity. 
reform bill in January this year. Meant to limit contributions 
from political action committees to congressional candidates, 
the proposal died because many Democrats (notably those in 
the House) didn't want to limit how much money PACs give 
to their campaigns. 
But it's not just the Democrats, folks. For example, in 
199~_, a campaign finance reform bill passed, but it was vetoed 
by then-president George Bush. So, you see, it's politicians in 
general. As I've said in a previous column, they don't have 
image problems for nothing. 
If anything good comes out of President Clinton's term, it 
should be a campaign finance reform bill that-passes and is 
obeyed across the board. 
The influence of lobbying groups could use some paring 
down, with the exception of the National Rifle Association's. 
The NRA does stand for our best interests. Other groups, such 
as the American Medical Association (AMA) and the Ameri-
can Civil Liberties Union (ACLU), also wield clout in Wash-
ington. If a good, cm:nprehensive campaign-finance reform 
bill passed, their members would have to buck up and adjust 
to having fewer opportunities to sway politicians. And, get 
this-there's even a group called Common Cause that lobbies 
Congress for campaign finance reforms. 
Rhetoric aside, there don't seem to be many cuf-and-dried 
methods to clean up the mess in Washington. However, part 
of that cleanup involves reducing the will of special interest 
groups and restoring the will of the people to its rightful place. 
EDITORIAL RESPONSE: 
''The influence of lobbying groups could use some paring 
down, with the exception of the National Rifle Association's. 
The NRA does stand for our best interests." I certainly 
understand that to be your opinion. But is it an opinion shared 
by all Americans?Centarinly not. That is, in fact, what makes 
a special interest group a special interest group. As far as I'm 
concerned, the whole country could go without guns. 
And in this short discussion, I think we can begin to 
understand why changing the lobby system hasn't yet hap-
pened. If the special interest groups didn • t represent someone, 
they wouldn't be in business. And naturally, whenever we talk 
about them, we' re all very anxious to see the ones we disagree 
with eliminated. Myself, I think the AMA has no business 
there, and I think that any lobbying on behalf of business 
should not be tolerated. 
My slant happens to be that legislation should allow 
business and protect citizens, and therefore the ACLU is a 
good example of what I think should be allowed to stay. 
Perhaps the solution is to set up guidelines to allow special 
interest groups to present their information. Why not allow a 
certain amount of time for each group to address the body? 
Equal time regardless of monetary holdings. Then let the 
whole body decide what is best for its constituants. 
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CLUE:> INFO f O~ ~b_NT 
Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual Student 
Union meets the 2nd & 4th Tues. 
of each month, Social Work 
Trailer, rm. 101. 
ALL WELCOME! 
F/M N/S roomate wanted. 2 
rooms available 168/mo + 1/3 
utils. Apartment has washer/ 
dryer. Call Scott 380-1394(home) 
351-9331x213(work). 
M/F roomate wanted. Student to 
rent toom in 3bd/2ba house in 
Alafaya Woods w/pool and 
garage. Ne'ed $125 dep., $297/ 
mo. and 1/4 utilities for own room. 
Call 366-3221 daytime, Iv. msg. 
Lovely 2B 2B dupl A/C, heat, 
vertical blinds, washer, dryer, 
near hwy 50 & Dean Rd. $425/ 
mo. $300 security. Call 648-5136 
or eve 862-3188 
212 & 3/2 , clean units, near 
UCF, W/D. For imm. occup. or 
reservations, call 657-1967 or 
1-800-929-4403. Broker 
5 min. from UCF 
212 & 3/2, 550 & 625/mo. 
pool & jacuzzi 381-5105. 
2b/2ba house for rent off Dean 
Rd. $700/mp. For more info, call 
1-407-267-87Q6. 
Condo 2 bedroom/2bath $60,000. 
Pool, tennis. 1 mile north of UCF. 
on Alafaya. Hunter's Reserve. 
Call (904) 761-4879. 
Oak desk, exc. cond. $100 
Computer table 32" x 24" $35 
Drafting table $75 629-0062 
Your own personal telephone 
number-no deposit, no contract 
only $15.00/mo. Call 354-4622 
I am moving! Need to sell Sun 
Tan Center Membership July 
14--May 17, '96 $250. Brown 
living room chair $30. Micro-
wave stand $25. Assortment of 
albums $4 each. Call 282-6439. 
Help Wanted: Earn up to $500 
per week assembling products 
at home. No experience. Info 1-
504-,646-1700 DEPT. FL-307 
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING 
Earn up to $2000+/month. World 
Female graduate student is ------------ travel. Seasonal & full-time 
looking for the same to either find 2 twin size soft sider water beds positions. No exp necessary. 
an apt. together or move into w/frames-like new For info. call 1-206-634-0468 
your apt. 695-6069. Call 275-8042 ext. C54184 
~eed internship credit? 
Journalism and PR students wanted for Fall term credit. 
Must have lots of school spirit. Call the .Future. 823-8054. 
l a Zz 
c 
Pro water skier seeks live-in 
student to help with child care 
for a 1 yr. old and house chores. 
Skiing, room and board and 
some travel incl. Located within 
seconds of UCF. Call for info. 
380-0734. 
TRAVEL ABROAD AND WORK 
Make up to $2000-$4000+/mo. 
teaching basic conversational 
English in Japan, Taiwan or S. 
Korea. No teaching background 
or Asian languages required. For 
information call: (206) 632-1146 
ext J54183 
92 Mazda truck w/air, 5 spd, am/ 
fm cassette~ bedliner, 29K, $6995 
o.b.o. 249-3802 leave msg. 
CASH FOR COLLEGE 
900,000 Grants available. No 
repayments, ever. Qualify immedi-
ately. 1-800-243-2435 
Student Government 
It's All About You. 
Who says you can't make a 
difference! 
Positions Available: 
•Brevard Campus Coordinator 
•Senators 
•Justices 
• Election Commissioners 
Apply today in the Student 
Government building, or call: 
823-2191 
Looking for 27 students who want 
to lose weight. Call Gloria 
407-281-0714 
Wanting to hire female education 
student to help homeschool two 
female students-5th and 9th 
grades. Call 275-9902. ask for 
Debbie. Flexible hours. 
r-------------~---~--, I 
I 
I 
Student Bargains 
Save more. It's been rented before. 
I 
1 Sofas ............................. from $98 
I 5-Pc. Dinette Sets ......... from $97 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Housewares available 
Hurry in to Cort and save 30-70% on pre-leased, brand name 
furniture. We sell for less, so you can't afford to miss these 
savings. Save 10% with this ad. 
I 1920 Semoran Boulevard 
I Store Hours: Mon-Fri 9am-6pm 
I Sat. 1 Oam-5pm 
I 
I 
I 
L------------~--~----~ $7 Billion of Scholarship Money Yet to be Claimed by You 
• $6.6 billion .out of $7 billion left unclaimed by average 
students like you. 
• Regardless of your financial status, G.P.A., ethnic, or athletic 
status, we GUARANTEE 6 scholarships or Your Money Back!!! 
• 95% SUCCESS RATE WITH ALL APPLICANTS 
• Scholarships ranging from $1000 to $3000 
• Processing fees $159, rush results within 10 days+ $10.00 
• Call BESA at John Patrick Compusrv 
after 7:00 PM (407) 671-9973 
Border Cantina Mexican Restaurant 
4250 ALAFAYA TRAIL 
(ONE BLOCK NORTH IN PUBLIX CENTER) 
Best Mexican Food in Central Florida 
----DAILY SPECIALS-----
<$1.00 ICEHOUSE DRAFT & $2.00 MARGARITAS' 
(ALL DAY EVERYDAY) 
CARRY OUT AVAILABLE 
359-1333 
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by JEFF DETHUIN 
Staff writer 
_Letters to Cleo first burst onto the 
music scene with the tongue-twisting hit 
"Here and Now," which was featured on 
Giant Records' Melrose Pla_ce soundtrack 
and on their debut album, Aurora Gory 
Alice. The song contained the unforget-
table jumbled vocals of Kay Hanley sing-
ing, "the comfort of a knowledge of a rise 
above the sky could never parallel the chal-
lenge of an acquisition in the here and 
now." 
wave band, Rebecca Lula, in 1988. Vocal-
ist Kay Hanley was invited to the band as a 
backup singer by distant cousin Greg 
McKenna, but quickly surpassed him and 
took over as lead vocalist. The band.first 
released a self-produced cassette, Sister, in 
1991. The next year, they went to the semi-
finals on WBCN's Rock 'n Rumble. They 
then went on to win multiple nominations 
in Boston Phoenix!WFNX Best Music Poll. 
Their 1993 release of"Hereand Now" and 
"Rimshack" on a Cherry Disc 7" led to 
Aurora Gory Alice. Constant exposure led 
to a major label deal with Giant Records. 
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"We really thought that the Melrose 
Place soundtrack would go by without in-
cident because there were so many estab- · 
lished bands already on it. When our song 
ended up taking off out of that soundtrack 
and exposure, it was like an added bonus," 
said Letters to Cleo. 
Although the debut album was origi-
nally released on Boston's independent 
CherryDisc Records, the band pushed Gi-
ant Records to re-release the album and for 
a tour to support the album before going 
into the ~tudio to record their major label 
cracked open a beer to watch it. So we 
thought Aurora Borealis could be a good 
name, but since we didn't want people to 
think we were astronomy geeks, we changed 
it, and it stuck." . 
Letters to Cleo is named after a child-
hood friend and pen pal of vocalist Kay 
Hanley. The two lost contact when Hanley 
was 13, and now Hanley only has a batch of 
returned letters and a band named after h~r 
childhood friend. 
"debut. The move payed off with a top 10 
modern rock hit, "Here and Now." 
As for the name Aurora Gory Alice, 
guitarist Greg McKenna said, "One night 
we were playing a college in upstate New 
York. Me and [guitarist Michael Eisenstein] 
went on a beer run. While we were driving 
back, we saw the Northern Lights and 
The band is now poised to release 
their second album, Wholesale Meats and 
Fish. The album will be available in stores 
Aug: 1, and their new single, "Awake" will 
be released to radio Jul. 18 . 
·"Wholesale Meats and Fish was just 
a sign we saw late one night when we 
pulled into New York to play a gig. It was · Letters to Cleo began as the new 
LJ DD@ CJ;[§) !XJ ®ff !J Zl@[J[J 
the hottest reviews this side of the border 
Octopus 
The Human League 
EastWest 
Grade: B+ 
From their initial hit, "Don't 
You Want Me," way back in those 
lost '80s, The Human League has 
come back in classic fashion a.'1.d 
have added more pulsating rhythms 
to their already long list of synthe-
sizing gems. 
The League's GH album de-
fined their poppy success, but Octo-
pus, with 9 tracks, turns them in a 
fresh direction. Still upbeat and 
snappy, their new album has more 
of a rapid pace than past albums . 
Ringing, heart-piercing tracks like 
'These are the Days," and "Tell Me 
When," are defining of their new 
edge (Octopus was produced by 
Sisters of Mercy's Ian Stanley), but 
"One Man In My Heart" and "Fill-
ing Up With Heaven" still encom-
pass that flavor that helped us fall in 
love with them . 
I can't stand ''Words," but I've 
listened to "John Cleese:IsHeFunny?" 
unconsciously. The title seems to have 
nothing to do with the instrumental, so 
I guess it's a tribute. 
•Derek Krause 
The Bends 
Radiohead 
Capitol 
Grade: B 
Angst did not die with Kurt 
Cobain. Radiohead is one of the 
few bands that can make misery 
sound beautiful. Particularly cool 
are the title track, with its en-
chanting melody, and "Planet 
Telex," which combines a Smiths-
like guitar riff with a Lennon-
esque melody. 
Producer JohnLeckie(Ride, 
The Stone Roses) perfectly cap-
tures what is best about the band-
beau tifull y structured guitar parts 
and Thom Yorke's achingly po-
etic vocals. The Bends should ce-
ment Radiohead's reputation as 
one of the more compelling rock 
bands around today. 
•Mike White 
Blonder qnd Blonder 
The Muffs 
Reprise 
Grade: A-
lt doesn't get any better than 
this, o.ne· of the best ~D's to. come 
out this year. If you like crunchy 
guitars with lots of screaming over 
the top, this is for you. Each song is 
perfectly crafted, complete with a 
memorable melody and tight ar-
rangement. Some people will prob-
ably compare this group to Hole 
because of singer/guitarist Kim 
Hattuck' s raspy screeching, but un-
like Ms. Love, Hattuck can actually 
sing when she wants to. The perfect 
psycho pop album. •MW 
Poverty's Paradise 
Naughty By Nature 
Tommy Boy 
Grade: D-
Do you know how annoying 
it is to hear "OPP" on the radio? 
Imagine listening to a barrage of 
more pointless anthem drudgery 
from a monotonous boring rapper 
who's outgrown his welcome. 
Poverty's Paradise is a hell-a-fide 
joke on the commercial crap they 
call hip-hop. •DK 
Cubs hold onto their six-game 
winning streak by sweeping Port City 
o All-star selection 
Pedro Valdes' sacri-
fice fly Sunday night 
helped the Cubs 
improye to 8-0 at 
home against Port 
City this season. 
by TIM SPRINGER 
Staff writer 
The Orlando Cubs (10-11 ~ 
welcomed the Port City Roosters 
(8-12) to Tinker Field for a four 
game series before the all-star break. 
The Cubs had yet to lose to Port City 
(Mariners) this season and contin-
ued to have their .number as they 
extended their winning streak to six 
games by sweeping the Roosters. 
Game one of the series was a . 
tight one until Ed Larregui ended 
the Roosters hopes as he blasted a 
two-run late-inning homer to give 
the Cubs a 5-3 win. 
Game two was suspended due 
to rain Friday night with the Cubs 
leading 1-0 and resumed Saturday 
night as part of a doubleheader. The 
Cubs offense was helped by desig-
nated hitter Larregui, who went 3-5 
and all-star Robin Jennings who 
added a homerun and two RBI's. 
David Hutcheson picked up his sixth 
win of the season as he pitched eight 
strong innings allowing one run and 
striking out five. Central Florida 
native Jason V aritek, hitless in three 
trips to the plate, was ejected in the 
sixth inning for disagreeing with the 
homeplate umpire's idea of a strike. 
The Cub~ went on to win 7-1. 
In game three the Cubs picked 
up right where they left off. A seven-
run first inning gave the Cubs a 
comfortable lead and allowed pitcher 
Ben Burlingame to work a flawless 
five innings as he struck out three 
and picked up his fourth win of the 
season. Defensive wizard Chris 
"Petey" Petersen went 3-3 with a 
homerun and three RBI and Robin 
Jennings added a homer and three 
RBI's as the Cubs went on to pound 
the pitching staff with the top team 
ERA in the Southern League I 0-1. 
The final game of the series 
was an tremenduos turn around for 
Port City pitching. After giving up 
· 22 runs in the first three games, the 
Roosters sent Matt W~gner to the 
hill hoping the batting practice the 
Cubs were taking off the three 
previuos starters would not be re-
peated. The Cubs didn't pound him 
like they did the rest of the Rooster's 
staff, but the sacrafice fly by all-star 
Pedro Valdes was all Cub's pitcher 
Amaury Telemaco would need as 
he put on a clinic. Telemaco struck 
out 11 and gave up just two hits in 
seven innings work increasing his 
record to 5-4. 
The Cubs, riding a six game 
win streak, have moved from last to 
third place in the Eastern Division 
and are currently three games be-
hind, the division leading and first-
half winner, Carolina Mudcats (Pi-
rates). "Right now we're on all cyl-
inders,'_' manager Bruce Kimm said. 
"I hope this [All-star] break won't 
hurt us." 
Many players have contrib-
uted to the Cubs run at the division 
lead. Pitcher Ottis Smith leads the 
team in ERA (2.74) and Terry 
Adams has picked up 15 saves. 
Offensively Jennings, 
Larregui and V aides are leading the 
way, but output from 
Petersen,Darron Cox and Ken 
Coleman is making it tougher on 
opposing pitchers as they pitch 
around the Cubs top hitters. "It's 
good to be winning again," Coleman 
said. "We started off [the second 
half] kinda slow, put we're startin' to 
come around." 
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Robin Jennings (above} and Pedro Valdes represented the 
Orlando Cubs at the Class AA all-star game this week. 
Does boxing really need an undisputed heavyweight champion? 
RICHARD ERIC 
Boxing has outgrown its britches. The days of one cham-
pion representing the entire sport 
remains in black and white footage, 
shot on super eight film. Its evolved 
and so must its champions. The 
claim of being the undisputed heavy-
weight champion is no longer nec-
essary or wanted. . 
The heavyweight division is 
the only weight class where boxing 
promoters focus on this outdated 
claim, only matched by the con-
sumption of cola as a cure-all for 
whatever ails you. It need not be. 
But for some unknown reason the 
moguls who run boxing feel it is 
necessary to unify the three major 
boxing organizations: the WBA, 
WBC and IBF in to one champion. 
1bree governing bodies dic-
tating one fighter, who he should 
fight and when and where is ridicu-
lous. Promoters do not wear fedoras 
anymore, and fighters have scrapped 
deep-knee bends from their training 
regimens. The 1950' s are over, and 
boxers have more power and bigger 
bank accounts than ever. And the 
number of rubber-stamp boxers have 
diminished with each six-figure 
purse. 
Case in point, Rid.dick Bowe. 
Hew~ the laSt undisputed heavy-
weightchampionbackin 1993. The 
WBC ordered him to fight a top 
contender. Bowe refused and pro-
tested the decision by dumping the 
WBC title belt into a . trash can. 
Great copy for photojournalists, bad 
move for Bowe. The WBC stripped 
him of the title. Bug deal, he had two 
other titles. 
Just weeks ago the IBF 
stripped George Foreman of its title 
after he refused to give Ax.el Shulz 
a rematch. Although Foreman won 
a controversial decision, he would 
later state his next opponent would 
likely be Michael Moorer, the man 
he defeated to win the WBA and 
IBF titles. And before that it was the 
WBA, taking back its title from 
Foreman because he wouldn't fight 
its top contender. 
Now the IBF wants Shulz to 
fight Francois Botha for the belt. 
Who did Botha fight? Where did he 
come from? Why is he getting a title 
shot and not former IBF and WBA 
champs Moorer or Bowe? All ques-
tions can be answered by the Vinnie 
Barbarino theory: 
What..where ... why? It is this rea-
soning why the titles cannot be uni-
fied. 
The necessary evil of a com-
mittee is required to set-up a title 
fight, but three? Definition of com-
mittee: Ten people doing the job of 
one. Three committees? A title fight 
negotiation turns from big business 
to a city commission meeting. For-
get who should fight who. Tardi-
ness and poor attendance force such 
geniuses to reschedule or confer-
ence call. And though they gather in 
a tobacco-free office, plenty of 
smoke is still being blown. 
Too many people are in bed, 
and there is not enough blanket to go 
around. Each boxing organization 
has its own set of rules, ranging 
from who can stop the fight (a ref-
eree, a doctor or both) to mandatory 
title defenses. But even if promoters 
can agree on these stipulations, 
sooner or later it all comes down to 
money, and no one can agree on 
that. One would think the leaders of 
boxing could add. Three champions 
triple the number of title fights, re-
sulting in crowded hotels, packed 
casinos and financial bliss for ev-
erybody. illtimately, there are no 
losers. There is more exposure for 
the sport, its participants and more 
enjoyment for the fans. 
The finances at stake are stag-
gering. Pay-per-view revenues, 
clothing and commercial endorse-
ments, it has no end. But unlike 
most athletes, boxers deserve every 
penny of their mega-purses. They 
face death or brain damage (pro-
longed death) each time they step in 
to the ring. They should be rewarded. 
The last successful undisputed 
heavyweight champion reign was 
Mike Tyson's. The main reason why 
Tyson was able to keep all his titles 
and all the boxing organizations 
happy was because of his long-term 
· contracthesigned withHBO .. There 
were no pay-per-view gazillions to 
negotiate for every· fight. No egos 
had to be checked at every title 
. defense. And no promoters whis-
pered from the side of their mouths-
yes, mouths. One for each face. 
The sport has been manipu-
lated by people with big hair who 
smoke bigger cigars, but more often 
they are being told by fighters to 
stick their tobacco someplace else. 
And it was a long time corning. 
Three boxing organizations demand 
threecharnpions.Moremoney, more 
ego, more opportunity. And that is 
what makes boxing great. 
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